
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PENZkWqqUk


Part 2: 

Word Level 

Writing 

Instruction 



Outcomes 

• Participants will: 
• Examine the stages of writing 

development. 
 

• Explore the acquisition of spelling 
skills. 
 

• Be introduced to methods for helping 
beginners get started with writing. 



Differences Between Oral and 

Written Language Development 

Oral Language Development Written Language Development 

Every culture develops oral 

language. 

Not every culture develops written 

language. 

Every child learns the oral language 

of his community. 

Not every child learns the written 

language of his community. 

 

Oral language is learned with little 

formal instruction. 

For most children, written language 

is learned with extensive explicit 

instruction. 

Oral language is the primary vehicle 

for meeting people’s basic needs. 

Written language is often not 

necessary to meet basic needs. 



Instruction for ELLs 

• Writing instruction for ELLs should not focus 

solely on phonics activities. 

• Meaningful interaction with writing is essential 

for ELLs learning to write. 

• Writing instruction should be content focused. 

• Writing should start from the beginning.  It is  

not necessary to master oral language before 

writing can begin. 



Direct Approach 

• Explicit instruction on discreet subskills 

• Emphasizes spelling 

• Daily Oral Language correction activities 

• Little evidence of effectiveness for ELLs 

 

 



Interactive Approach 

• Learning is mediated by interaction                
with other learners 

• Focuses on achievement as well as 
engagement 

• Shared writing experiences 

• Better aligned with collectivist nature of many 
cultures 

• Research supports this approach for all 
students including ELLs 



Process Approach 

• Stresses authentic use of writing for 
communication and self expression 

• Methods are holistic 

• Students are engaged in free reading and 
writing 

• Skills are acquired through exposure rather 
than instruction 

• Not found to be effective with ELLs 



26 letters make 
44 sounds with 
185 different 

spellings 



Six  Ways to Write /a/ 

• a - alien, basic 

• a_e - snake, maze 

• ai - snail, waist 

• ay  - betray, essay 

• ei  - veil, eight 

• ea - break, great 

 



Copying 

•Normal first step 

•Builds fine motor skills 

•Builds concepts of print 

•Allows participation 

 



Invented Spelling 

• Begins with scribbling 

• Progresses to single sounds 

• Initial and final consonants 

• Vowels come later 

• Traditional spelling emerges 
over time 



Examples 



Examples 



Traditional Spelling 

Programs 

• grade leveled 

• whole class 

• memorized 

• repetition 



Modern Spelling 

“Words Their Way” 

• development 

• individualized 

• explores patterns 

• word work 

• sorts  



Spelling 

• Collaborative learning has been found to 
support student learning of spelling words. 

 

• Memorization is the least effective method 



Spelling Centers 

•10 centers 

•3 minutes each 

•Rotate up 

http://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown-timer/


Scaffolded Writing Cycle 

•Modeled writing 

•Shared writing 

•Guided writing 

•Independent writing 



Modeled Writing 

• Teacher models the correct format for writing 
and scribes for students to see. 

 

• Students do not participate in constructing the 
writing, but may engage in reading activities 
with it. 



Morning Message 



Dictated Student Work 



Shared Writing 

• Teacher scribes  

• Students contribute to the creation of the piece 

• Can be simple, pattern writing or more complex 

 



Language Experience 

Stories 

• “Talk written down” 

• Good for beginners 

• Students dictate, teacher 
scribes 

• Student centered 

• Authentic purpose and 
meaning 

• Strengthens reading skills 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAQyTLDlvbk


Interactive Writing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C10VDEoChg


Guided Writing 

• Gradual release of responsibility to students 

• Based on topics familiar to students (shared 

readings or experiences) 

• Best in small homogenous ability level groups 

• Easily differentiated 

 



Guided Writing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ov3jehZ9-iI


Guided Writing 

Demonstration 

• Discuss writing topic 

• Introduce task 

• Orally compose sentences 

• Students write in pen 

• Teacher provides direct instruction as 
necessary  

• Student corrects mistakes 

• Students use writing to practice reading 



Dictation 

• Widely used in Mexico and Latin America 

• Provides exposure to correct form  

• Can be interactive and group oriented 

• Multicolor or ink 

 



Break 



Switch Gears 



A picture 

is worth 

a 

thousand 

words… 



Wordless Picture Books 

•Little or no text 

•Rich illustrations 

•Multiple genres 



Chalk 

by Bill Thomson 



Unspoken  
by Henry Cole 



•Wide variety of “reading” levels 

•Can be used at all age levels 

 

 

Wordless Picture Books 



Good Night 

Gorilla by Peggy Rathman 



Flora and 

the 

Flamingo 
by Molly Idle 



Mr. Wuffles! 
By David Wiesner 



Journey 

by Aaron Becker 



•Ideal for all English language 
proficiency levels 
 

Wordless Picture Books 



Benefits for ELLs 

• Can be used with newcomers 

• Allows multiple entry points 

• Fosters critical thinking without 

vocabulary dependence 

 



Wide Variety Available 

• Newest releases and classics 

• Caldecott Winners and honorees  



The Study 

• University sponsored Masters level action 
research project 

 

• Six week intensive program focused on writing 
development for beginning ELLs new to writing 

 

• A series of 4 wordless picture books were used 
for instruction 

 

• Frog themed  

 

 

 



The Participants 

• Conducted with a stand alone class of fifth 

grade ENL students 

• Most of them were recent refugees from Africa 

• All were Entering level ELLs 

• All were in the early stages of literacy 

development 





The Books 

• A Boy, A Dog, and A Frog series                            
written by Mercer Meyer 

 

• Four of the 6 books in the series were used 

 

• Books were published between 1967 and 1975 

 

• Contain black and white line drawings 







Methodology 

• Pre-assessments of oral storytelling, story 
writing and attitude toward learning English 

 

• Six weeks of intensive 40 minute lessons 5 
days a week 

 

• Post-assessments 



The Process 

• Each student had an enlarged copy of the 
books that were used 

 

• Students were introduced to the first book and 
allowed to explore it independently 

 

• They worked to “read” the story in their home 
language with partners 

 



The Process 

• Instruction began on the first page which 
introduced the boy and the dog. 

 

• Students named each object in the illustration 
and copied the labels into their book 

 

• Students received flashcards for the nouns 
they named which they kept on a ring 



The Process 

• Students orally composed and teacher scribed 
a sentence for the page. The sentences were 
recorded on chart paper. 

 

• Students copied them into their book. 

 

• Students practiced reading the sentences 
orally multiple times as a class and individually. 

 







The Process 

• Each page of the first book proceeded in the 
same way. 

 

• Students labeled objects in the pictures, 
received flashcards for the words, orally 
composed sentences, recorded them on chart 
paper and then copied the sentences into their 
books. 

 

 

 



Paired Reading 



The Process 

• As the students were more able to label the 
objects in the pictures, focused shifted onto 
verbs to describe the actions in the 
illustrations. 

• Verb flashcards were a different color than the 
nouns. 

• As the students progressed, adjectives, 
conjunctions, and prepositions were added to 
the students’ rings of familiar words. 

• Each category of words were a different color. 

 





Second Book and Beyond 

• Each successive book proceeded in a similar 
way. 

• Responsibility was released to the students 
gradually as they became more skilled and 
confident. 

• Less copying and more independent writing 
took place in the second and third books. 

• The fourth book was written by pairs of 
students independently. 





Completion 

• Students practiced reading all four of their 
books extensively. 

 

• They were then paired with kindergarten 
students to share their work as authors. 



Paired Reading 



Shared Reading 



Results 

• Oral storytelling skill increased 

 

• Story writing skill increased 

 

• Positive attitude toward learning English 
remained high 

 

• Findings supported use of wordless picture 
books to teach low literacy ELLs to write. 





Recreating the Study 

• Possible with most groups 

• Match text to interest level and focus 

• Can be adapted easily 



Finding texts 

• Copyright issues 

• Sticky notes 

• Coloring books 

• Reading A-Z 

 



Check your local library!! 



Hybrid Course 

• 3 in-person sessions 

• 3 online components 

• 21 CTLE credit hours for completion 

 

• In 1-2 weeks you will receive an email invitation 
to Moodle 

• Set up a profile and participate in the online 
community 



Thank you for participating! 
 

Please complete the evaluation form. We appreciate your feedback. 

If you would like more information, feel free to contact us: 

 

Mid-State RBERN 

PO Box 4754 

Syracuse, NY 13221 

 

Phone (315)433-2664 

 

http://rbern.ocmboces.org 

rbern@ocmboces.org 

 

http://rbern.ocmboces.org/
mailto:rbern@ocmboces.org

